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IS ONLINE VIDEO SHARING A GLOBAL CONSTRUCTIVE EXCHANGE? 
 
Natalya Shamsuar 




Online video services enable distribution of video without the constraints of geographical and 
ethnics barriers. In fact, online broadcasting shifts the power from mega television networks 
and authorities to any user of the internet. With this capability anyone can broadcast video 
over this powerful yet accessible medium. Users of the online video services are able to build 
their own channel with other users subscribing to it. The existence and growth of this 
community is totally viral. Thus, most online video platforms are equipped with community 
building features such as forum, polls, ratings, and other forms of function that could facilitate 
interaction between users. Subsequent to the sharing of videos, exchange of thoughts, 
opinions and values could take place in this community. This paper gathers insights of the 
current trends of exchange happen in online video community. The categories of videos 
uploaded are identified and possible reasons for upload are derived. Comments and 
subscriptions from the community towards the videos are then observed for themes. The 
iterative exchange happens between the viewers and the video owners or among the viewers 
themselves provides an insight over the extent of global and constructive interaction that takes 
place in this community of practice. 
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Introduction 
Online video sharing platform is one of the Web 2.0 tools. Web 2.0 tools are associated with web 
applications that enable users to contribute content in a multi user environment. The features provided on 
these platforms general would allow users to easily share content in multimedia format. The environment 
also would allow for community social interactions. Basically this multiple ways user-generated content 
is the underlying concept for Web 2.0 tools. The active participation answers the human needs for 
interaction that revolves around its community. The user gets to control to what extend of the 
‘environment’ deemed save for him to share. The nature of these applications engage user profoundly by 
enabling the social interaction needs. The instant gratification of social interaction is made possible 
because it’s on the web and communication happens at real-time. Advancement of technology in the area 
of internet connectivity on mobile devices plays a role in making sure there must be someone at this 
moment online who is an audience. Features on the Web 2.0 platform would provide indications such as 
how many users are currently online. Beyond that the others who are also online would be publishing 
content of their own. 
The central aspect of online sharing is the empowerment given to users to interact online easily. The 
interaction happens on the basis of sharing user-generated content. Communities are form in a viral 
manner. The free usage of applications allows networks to grow intensely. The level of privacy could be 
determined by the user himself. At opposite extremes, settings for privacy on Web 2.0 tools could be 
made totally public and totally private. The owner could decide to share with perfect strangers and/or 
intimate friends. This is determined by how comfortable the user is to share the content. The objective of 
the content generated is one of the factors. Content that seeks for mass audience access would have the 
take on privacy settings very leniently. The sharing happens openly in order to get most ‘friends’. 
Campaigning for certain ideology or product would share the content with anyone who can identify with 
the content. This environment welcomes anyone to participate as a community member to be involved in 
the arena. On the other hand, being picky of who makes your community is a measure to ensure only 
limited access to the content. The nature of this content is more private and individualistic such as 
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personal life content i.e. birthdays, weddings, etc. However, there might be cases where a person is very 
open on personal content.  
The exchange happens in online sharing is not governed. One are subjected to community members open 
thoughts. These thoughts are published real-time in most instances. Controlled flow of communication 
such as approval for entry posts hinders instant gratification which is the basis for online interaction. The 
owner of the content then would have to be prepared with any possibilities in the environment in terms of 
what and how others would react to the content. Filtering would only upset other users. The perceived 
power to say what one thinks of anything and having these broadcasted is needed for online sharing 
platforms to thrive. Putting the power in the hands of everyone to voice it out has it advantages and 
disadvantages. Curbing this need would be counter productive as there are so many platforms where user 
can use to fulfill the social interaction needs online. Constructive exchange would be a healthy 
collaborative effort for continuous learning among community members. This paper aims to gain insight 
the exchange that happens on online video sharing platforms.  
Online Video Prosumer 
A prosumer is a user who is a producer and consumer of content. No longer is a user confined as the 
receiving end. There are two basic factors contributing the shift from being passive viewer to a hybrid 
user. Firstly, content generation tools are more accessible and friendlier to the mass public. The tools 
include the capture devices are affordable to the mass public. The devices offer a huge range of quality of 
the media captured. Home videos are now could be made on high definition (HD) video camera. Mobile 
phones are also equipped with cameras. The accessibility to capture device provides the first step to the 
growth of video sharing. The editing and authoring software are made to be friendlier with less steep 
learning curve. Just as the capturing device, the software has gone to the general public usage and not 
limited to the professional content producers. With these content in general could be produced by 
practically anyone. The second factor that contributes in making a user a producer is the Web 2.0 
platforms that enable content to be easily broadcasted over the internet. The social networking platforms 
ensure the possibility of the content being viewed by someone somehow someday. The broadcasting and 
‘eye balls’ capabilities of online video sharing platforms empower any user to produce content. Koh, et. 
el. (2007) stated that viewing activity is critical for the sustainability of content sharing communities. 
Users of online video sharing applications can assume the role of consumer and/or producer. Hayes 
(2007) identified five levels of participation on Web 2.0 based on the typical activity. Level of influence 
was also suggested for each of the identified levels. The activities include from the lowest end in co-
creative community to the highest – passive consumption, personalization, forwarding, rating, 
commenting, submitting others work, editing, and submitting original work of content. The OMC Group 
published a framework for understanding different types of firm-customer knowledge co-creation for 
innovation. The framework identified knowledge co-creation within markets or communities as the 
highest end for in the locus of co-creation. Jenkin (2009) mentioned that the framework of Web 2.0 
participation and sharing enable, structure and call upon us to enact. The capability to share multimedia 
over the internet is the basic enabler for prosumerism. The next important enabler would be the features 
that would support the co-creation of meaning (Lewis, Pea & Rosen, 2010). The global media snowball 
was also discussed by the authors. ‘…encouraging collaborative meaning making at a global scale, a 
global ‘carnival’ of expression’ (Bakhtin, 1984). 
Koh, et. el. in their studies proposed a taxonomy that suggests that motivations for tagging are tied to the 
intended target audience of the tags – the users themselves, family and friends, or the general public. In 
their study (Koh et. el, 2007) they found that ‘the levels of the Self and Public motivations, together with 
social presence indicators, are positively correlated with tagging level; Family & Friends motivations are 
not significantly correlated with tagging’. Lai & Turban (2008) in their proposed model of life in the 
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internet, suggested that the constructed social organization is based on trust. He also identified that the 
process of communication and collaboration are the rewards of participating in such communities. 
Collective creation, appreciation among other specific incentive mentioned in his paper. 
Generic Platform Features 
The features for an online video sharing platform to enable prosumer to broadcast their content are: 
1. Content is king 
Unlike mainstream broadcasting, online sharing video does not publish at a predetermined 
schedule. Producers of content could upload and publish anytime and constant updates could be 
done. Consumers could view the content that of their interest anytime and over and over again. 
The applications would have features to suggest other video of the same genre to the consumer. 
Search facility is provided for consumer to easily locate content. Another important characteristic 
is the freedom to publish practically any content in any form. 
 
2. Accessibility 
Global outreach requires the broadcasting facilities accessible by users across the world in their 
native languages. Hinchcliffe (2007) stated Web 2.0 enables communication and collaboration 
which goes beyond geographical barriers. The possibility of using language that the user has good 
control over will eliminate chances of not using the platform due to language barrier.  The 
interface has to be user friendly and basic uploading features are needed for easy contribution of 
content. The services offered by the online sharing platform would have to be free in order for 
greater accessibility. Putting on premium charges to the features will hinder participation. 
Another important factor in accessibility is the service provided must have an up time with fast 
response. Supporting the traffic on the platform is essential as videos generally are big in file size. 
 
3. Portability 
The application is accessed across multiple devices. It is essential that the online video sharing 
application takes into consideration and capitalize the ‘point of entry’ of the users. With the 
advancement of mobile devices which are equipped with video camera, users are pretty much not 
confined to the desktop to upload their video. It is important that the consideration in designing 
these applications with the portability concern in mind. Among other possible ‘point of entry’ are 
websites, mobile devices, blogs, email and social networking applications. 
 
4. Community building features 
The core to online video sharing is having an audience. Having communities ensure the number 
of eye-balls. Halvey and Keane (2007) found that social interaction features are not made use by 
users on online video sharing sites. Kaplan and Haenlein (2010) suggested a Classification of 
Social Media by social presence/media richness and self-presentation/self-disclosure. YouTube 
has been identified as an example of what they classified as ‘content communities’ which is at 
medium level for social presence/media richness and low level for  self-presentation/self-
disclosure. Basic features to enable customization and personalization are needed to allow for 
engagement to happen. Tools such as comments, post, poll, rating and flagging play a role in 
making the site alive. Other tools to enable community to be grown are subscription, tracking and 
monitoring. 
Case Study on Youtube 
In 2006 Time magazine named YouTube as ‘Invention of the Year’. YouTube is an online video sharing 
platform. This platform enables people to broadcast their videos around the world.  YouTube’s slogan is 
‘Broadcast Yourself’. Users are able to upload videos and basic activities supporting viewing the videos – 
share, save favorites, create playlist and comment. The services are free and it’s supported by advertising. 
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Part of YouTube’s goal is to extend its reach beyond the Internet browser and enable users to discover 
and share compelling video content. As part of this, YouTube continues to innovate and enhance its APIs 
and tools. This includes wholesale access to its extensive video library, worldwide audience, and the 
underlying video hosting and streaming infrastructure that powers the site, giving users yet another way to 
engage the world of video and actively participate in the YouTube community wherever they are, 
whenever they want (www.youtube.com).  
Some of the site's features as claimed on www.youtube.com include: 
• Video embedding: Users can insert a YouTube video into Facebook and MySpace accounts, 
blogs, or other Web sites where anyone can watch them. 
• Public or private videos: Users can elect to broadcast their videos publicly or share them privately 
with friends and family upon upload. 
• Subscriptions: Users are able to keep track of their favorite users' new videos. 
• Record from Webcam: Users with a webcam and Flash software are able to instantly record video 
responses or normal videos onto the site rather than having to prerecord and then upload the 
video. 
• TestTube: This is an area where YouTube engineers and developers conduct alpha testing for new 
features in development. Users are encouraged to participate in the development process and are 
welcome to evaluate the feature. 
The study is made with focus on areas that are related to supporting global constructive exchange of the 
shared online video. A search on YouTube for ‘Malaysia’ returns 349,000 while refining the results to 
channel gives 2,900 entries. The search can be refined to the following predefined categories: 
• Type: All, Videos, Channels, Playlists  
• Sort by: Relevance, Upload date, View count, Rating  
• Upload date: Anytime, Today, This week, This month  
• Categories: All, News & Politics, Entertainment, Travel & Events  
• Duration: All, Short (~4 minutes), Long (20~ minutes)  
• Features: All, Closed captions, HD (high definition)  
• Partner videos: Rental, WebM  
 
1. Is it really global? 
The origins of the video are pretty much difficult to testify of being truly global based on 
the content of the video. This is seen in many video posts having content related to a 
certain community but it’s uploaded not from the geographical location where the content 
originates. The notion of global is somewhat criss-crossed between the geographical 
locations and ‘local’ content. This study looks at the ‘local’ content to anchor if the 
viewing is global.  
An observation is made on language learning video. It was mentioned before that 
learning was not listed specifically in the refinement search list. However it is important 
to note that a search on ‘learning’ returns 949,000 entries in the search results. A search is 
done on the following languages – French (for adults and kids), Italian, Malay and 
Chinese. The observation is made only on the highest viewing rate video post on a 
channel for the language searched. A channel is more dedicated on sharing posts of the 
specific content rather than normal posts. The highest viewing rate is then studied for the 
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access in terms of geographical location. The shades of green indicate frequency of 
access from the location. The darker the shade is the higher the frequency of access. 
 
 




















Figure 5 Frequency of Access Based on Location – Chinese 
(www.youtube.com/watch?v=zNoOdNvdZlg) 
 
The next observation is made on ‘entertainment channel’. Upin and Ipin is the highest viewed and the 
location of access is as the figure below: 
 








The next video post on a channel that is highly viewed another cartoon series 
from PlayHouse Disney, Handy Manny. The location of access as below: 
 
Figure 7 Frequency of Access Based on Location – Handy Manny 
(www.youtube.com/watch?v=C2pNduQnQA0) 
 
2. Video categories 
YouTube enables videos to be uploaded once the account is created. The homepage of 
the account is named as channel. A user who would dedicate the channel to specific 
content i.e. learning language who indicate related content of the video posts as opposed 
to a channel that would posts content based on what the user feels like sharing regardless 
of the content. A search or browse on YouTube could be based on video or channel. 
Settings could be made to the channel to ensure better visibility to the intended audience. 
Besides tagging the channel, a user could select the channel type between the generic 
YouTuber, director, musician, comedian, guru and reporter. The predefined categories on 
YouTube are Autos & Vehicles, Comedy, Education, Entertainment, Film & Animation, 
Gaming, Howto & Style, News & Politics, Nonprofits & Activism, People & Blogs, Pets 
& Animals, Science & Technology, Sports, and Travel & Events. 
In essence YouTube allows for anyone to broadcast anything from anywhere. This 
explains the plethora of videos shared by prosumers. Quality of videos from the content 
and production point of view varies accordingly. It is difficult to precisely categorize the 
videos. Categorization is solely based on the tagging done by the prosumer to the videos. 
3. Reasons for ‘sharing’ 
 
The main activities on YouTube are uploading, watching, sharing and commenting 
videos. Collective knowledge is built upon these main activities. Prosumers create and 
consume compelling content. There are three main reasons observed on why videos are 
shared. The first reason is to share creativity. This creativity includes all areas. One could 
be unleashing his creativity in video editing or his stage performance. Producer users are 
using YouTube as a platform to publish their creative creation. The content might not be 
easily published in the mainstream media. This way the talents of these users could reach 
global audience. Secondly, to share expertise. Users who are experts on a certain matter 
would create a video and share this knowledge with the other users. This expertise could 
range from technical expertise i.e. programming to cooking. Since the usage is free, the 
sharing by these experts would be altruistic. Finally the sharing is based on the value 






4. Types of exchange 
The exchange happens on YouTube could be categorized into the following types as 
listed below. To illustrate the types, examples (in italics) are taken from the comments on 
Learn to Speak Malay candygirlssz http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cMtJYGHsg4E. 
At the point this paper is written, 51 comments were attached to this video post. 
Friend or Foe? 
Comments could be given by people who the video post owner personally knows or 
perfect strangers. The comment given could indicate friendliness even from strangers as 
seen in the following:  
‘Nice lessons! I am learning Malay right now and these are helpful.’ 
This creates a healthy exchange as opposed to the following comment. In Web 2.0 
platforms such as YouTube, one could abuse anonymity because less accountable since 
the real person is pretty much unidentifiable. This is seen as below: 
‘It's Malay language, not malaysian language, you idiot! You mean the Malay 
language is a very enriched language, and that you are fuking jealous that your 
own language is fuking deficient compared to Malay, right? Your language must 
have sounded "ting, tong, tah"! No wonder the fuking jealousy!’ 
Feedback or Criticism? 
The comments given could be in the form of feedback. These feedbacks could be positive 
or negative feedbacks. Feedback focuses on the video post rather than the owner of the 
video. Examples of feedback: 
‘…could you do on basic conversation such as two person or more having 
conversations in Malay Bahasa and translate just like u did on this one..thanks’ 
‘Bagus. Saya rasa ia perlukan voice. Senang sedikit hendak menyebutnya.’ 
‘…Malaysian people's language is the "formal" and "standard" (well most of 
them). Some bruneian languages sound like english words for example; we 
bruneians don't usually say "seluar dalam" (underwear), we say "spendet" it 
sounds somewhat similar to "spandex" :D’ 
On the other hand, criticism is faultfinding, expressing offensively and usually not 
accurate in relations to the video. It focuses on the owner of the video post rather than the 
post itself as seen below: 
‘is that all you can learn?!....r u malaysian? shame u’ 
Content or Context? 
The exchange could be directly about the content. The discussion or feedback is central 
to the content of the video post. Exchanges in this manner are in essence attempts to build 
meaning collectively. Not necessarily the views are accurate. The discussions among 
community members build the collective knowledge. Examples: 
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‘yes we do borrow some Arabic words, but those words we normally use in 
poetry and literary works.. I personally believe malays not only imported arabs 
words, but also Farsi, sanskrit, chinese, Dutch, Portuguese and English. 
However the basic vocabulary and the original words in malay such as akar, 
mata, telinga, lima, belongs to the Austronesian language family which has its 
most of its speaker from madagascar right up until Easter islands in the pacific.’ 
‘Sorry Dude...actually there is no such thing as 'borrowing' words. The 
epistemology of linguistic or the origin of languages is often mislead. 
'Adaptation' is more appropriate to be used. This is because the frequency of use 
and convenience of words adapted for easy understanding. The 'Malays' did not 
'import' languages but simply used back words of travelers origin for 
communication. Some classic Malay words are difficult to be spelled by Roman 
alphabets or Arabic letters. That explains.’ 
Comments could also be not precisely related to the content but in the context of the 
video posts. For example:  
‘What was the song in this video?’ 
The comment is asking for the name of the song that was used as the background music 
for the video post. 
Genuine or Spam? 
Genuine comments are comments that are very much sincere to the video posts. It could 
be from a foe full of criticism and out of context but it is regarding the video post. On the 
other hand, comment could be a spam which is merely posted for eye-balls sake and not 
sincere in the exchange. Below is an example: 
 ‘This has been flagged as spam… 
Learn 141 languages by using our Interactive Educational Software by Eurotalk, 
such as Chinese Mandarin, English, Spanish, Japanese, French, Arabic, Italian, 
Thai, Malay, Dutch, German,Russian, Korean, Greek, and so many more...Fun & 
Easy to learn...you learn the language through the native speaker itself...Now 
you can find this program in…’ 
5. Content Authenticity 
YouTube does not govern or filter the video posts. As with any Web 2.0 platform the 
governing is done informally by the community. The belief and acceptance of a video 
post could be aided by the comments towards the video posts and channel. Other 
indicators provided on YouTube such as playlist, favorite and flag could also assist 
consumers to decide on the level of authenticity of a certain video post. The community 
is pretty forgiving on the quality of video published.  Issues as such as privacy violation 
and copyright infringement are also areas of concern in determining content authenticity 
of the shared videos. YouTube as a platform allows for upload of video to happen easily. 
However, it does not usually provide for videos download. This is to protect producers 
who broadcast on YouTube. Sharing of video is enabled through URL embedding. The 




Discussion and Conclusion 
Being constructive and friendly face many barriers. Freedom of speech allows for people to say what they 
want to say without much accountability in applications where not governed. One are exposing oneself 
the moment online presence is made on social media platforms. Interactions on social media platforms are 
like a double edge sword. Many good can come from it but one can bleed from it too. Application 
providers provide features to control spam and inappropriate content by flagging the post. However, there 
will be comments that would hurt your feelings in this open exchange. Anticipation for support and 
constructive comments are to be managed in order to withstand any possibilities of unconstructive 
exchange that might happen in the online sphere. 
Perception of quality and the trustworthiness of the video is very much depending on oneself to decide. 
The community comments are vast and could even be in bipolar directions. The exchange could be 
constructive and deconstructive at the same time. Filtering the exchange to make meaning requires 
maturity and knowledge. It is a big digital jungle. The experience varies. Prosumers are empowered to 
upload the videos to share. The content could be anything from anywhere. The broadcast is rooted at 
sharing. One can find practically any content in the videos shared.  
The exchange is mostly localized to content rather than geographical locations. Content about Malay 
language could be uploaded from Malaysia or United States of America. The access to the videos is from 
people who are interested or looking for Malay language. The geographical location indicates the 
influence for interest of the content. The platform enables for global borderless broadcast. The demand 
for video shared is content specific.  
As a conclusion, the exchange on online video sharing platforms such as YouTube empowers people to 
be producers to broadcast their content in video format and ability to view shared videos as consumers. 
The features provided enables for borderless sharing and exchange to happen. It is up to the prosumers to 
make the exchange a meaningful and constructive one.  
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